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Dana Heino 0:03
Impact, belief, support.

Heather Vickery 0:07
Hi, everyone, this is Heather Vickery and you've tuned in to The Brave Files Podcast. I'm so
happy to have you here with us today. Forgive my sore and broken voice the incredible a
wonderful book launch week last week had me doing an incredible publicity tour, but I have lost
my voice. So friends, today's episode is one that will pull on your heartstrings a little and it's
definitely a really sad topic. However, it's a really beautiful conversation. And it will, I hope leave
you with a lot of hope. Dana Heino experienced every parent's nightmare when her two year old
daughter was diagnosed with a rare variety of brain cancer. Despite a long and painful battle,
Avery unfortunately did not survive. Dana now works to teach medical advocacy for parents,
which is something she had to do aggressively to get proper treatment and care for her child.
And she makes sure that Avery remains a prominent part of their family and their community.
This episode, both beautiful and heart wrenching proves that family is truly one of the strongest
bonds in the world, but so is community. This is a story about love, faith, and believing in that
which is not visible in order to keep going. But before we start this beautiful and important
episode, I want to thank all of you for your incredible support. With my book launch last week,
I'm thrilled to announce that we made bestseller and top 10 new release in seven different
categories on Amazon. And we could not have done it without you. If you haven't ordered your
copy of Fuck Fearless: Making the Brave Leap yet you can find all of your purchasing options at
Vickeryandco.com/fFearless book. Again, that's Vickeryandco.com/fFearless book. And I'm
equally as excited to announce that I'm having a real live in person book launch event on
November 11. At Kriby Coffee here in Forest Park, Illinois, the event will take place from 630 to
9pm. And in true Brave Files fashion, we've turned it into a fundraiser because that is just how
we do things around here. I'm excited to announce that we've partnered with the Brave Space
Alliance for this event with a suggested donation of at least $10. At the door. The Brave Space
Alliance is a trans led black LED safe space here in the Chicago area. Their work centers
around educating and creating a safe community for Chicago's people of color and queer
populations. They have a multitude of important programs to foster growth and help those who
have been underserved. I'm so delighted to be partnering with them an incredible organization.
We will have a representative from Brave Space Alliance at the event to answer all of your
questions, and we hope that you will come and support us if you are in the area. I also want to
give a special thanks to our event sponsor Kriby Coffee. Kriby has given a welcome jolt of
caffeine and a vibrant sense of social awareness to the West Suburban Forest Park area with
this welcoming destination. They serve up coffee drinks using beans prepared with their
patented air roasting technique. And they support local and national causes dedicated to
eradicating systemic racism and supporting the lives of the LGBTQ community. I am a big fan. I
am a neighbor. I love everything Kirby's doing it's one of my favorite little places to go to, they
actually ship their delicious coffee beans all over the world. So be sure to check them out at
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KribyCoffee.com so that you can get your specialty coffee beans such as their love is love, and
their Black Lives Matters blends. There are so many other options as well visit KribyCoffee.com
to check it out and get your coffee no matter where you are.

Alright, let's go with this week's episode right now. This is Heather Vickery and you're listening to
The Brave Files, stories from people living courageously. When we choose bravely in big and
small ways, it powerfully elevates our lives. I hope these stories connect with you and
encourage you to embrace bravery in every possible way day after day. Together, we can build
a movement of courageous living that enriches both our lives and our communities. And if you
enjoy the show, I ask you to please share it with others. Maybe think of someone who you want
to choose bravely right alongside you? Thanks for tuning in. Now here's the show.

You know, friends a mother's instincts are typically on points and back in 2014. Today's guest
Dana Heino knew something was wrong with her youngest child Avery. After pushing and
pushing for doctors to take her concerns seriously, Avery was finally diagnosed with a rare form
of childhood brain cancer. Sadly, in 2015, Dana and her husband had to make the devastating
decision to take Avery off of her life support and they lost her. Dana is here today to talk about
not only her story and to share that, but to also tell us how she and her family continue to fight
childhood cancer, to thrive, to support and be supported by others. Special thanks to past guest,
Mandy North for introducing us. Dana, welcome to The Brave Files.

Dana Heino 5:56
Thank you.

Heather Vickery 5:58
It's hard to start an interview after an intro like that.

Dana Heino 6:02
Yes.

Heather Vickery 6:03
Not gonna lie. I am so sorry for your loss.

Dana Heino 6:07
Thank you. Thank you.

Heather Vickery 6:09
Yeah, you hear that a lot. I know, probably daily. And I have four kids, and I just can't. I can't not
only do can I not comprehend. I just don't even want to. I don't try to comprehend.

Dana Heino 6:23
I wouldn't want you to.
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Heather Vickery 6:23
Yeah. I thank you. I believe that. So can you take us back to 2014? And what were the initial
signs that something was just not right, withAvery?

Dana Heino 6:38
Sure. So at the beginning of June, in 2014, Avery started, she started having some breathing
difficulties, she started having some Strider breathing, she started sort of exhibiting some signs
of almost a virus. Then she simultaneously started losing her balance and falling a lot more. So I
kept bringing her to the doctor, they kept telling me she had a virus, I brought her to the EMT, to
see if maybe she had some ear infections or something going on with her, you know, balance
coordination type things going on their ears. They with the Strider breathing we did a kind of a
CAT scan of her neck to make sure that she hadn't like her throat and shade swallowed
anything so that she didn't have an obstruction of her airway. She I taken her to the emergency
rooms or that patient first a couple times. You know, everyone kept just kept telling me she has
this virus, she has a virus, she's gonna get better. And she was just kind of progressively slowly
getting worse. So finally, she just got she started vomiting at home, and she got really listless.
And so I took her to the emergency room. They ran some tests told me it was a virus and sent
me home, they give fluid, sent her  home. Overnight, she was clear that she's still very
dehydrated. So and she was still completely, you know, very lethargic. So I brought her back to
the emergency room. They give her more fluids told me that she had RSV, which is a respiratory
virus. It's not very common in June.

Heather Vickery 8:30
And how old was she?

Dana Heino 8:31
She was, so her birthday July 1, so she was just shy of two,

Heather Vickery 8:36
She was a baby. Wow.

Dana Heino 8:38
And an RSV is is dangerous in infants. It's as the as your child gets older, it just really is just a
cold virus.  So you know, and I kept saying to every doctor that I saw that. I mean, by the time
we went to the emergency room, I think that was like the eighth time I brought her into some
sort of medical facility. And I kept saying, you know, I just something's not right, something's not
right. And they just kept saying it's a virus. And I was like, I don't know what kind of virus lasts
for an entire month. Like, why is she not getting better? And they just kept saying it's just a virus,
sometimes you get really sick again, your immune systems down, and nobody else that she was
nobody at daycare. Rusik her sister was sick. I wasn't getting sick. I was you know, sleeping
with her all night like nobody else was getting sick. And so I just didn't feel right. And so she
finally in that second day of the emergency room, they wanted to send us home again, and I
refused. I refused to go home. I refuse to leave. I throw a big stink in the middle of the
emergency room because for you. The doctor wanted us to leave. And I said this child at that
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my mom was with me and I was like you have this this. This baby can't keep her head up like
I'm not sending her home. You need to admit her and you need to figure out what's wrong with
them. So they did and every day for the next five days. They tried to admit, discharge us, telling
us that she just had a cold. But they were doing breathing treatments, they were giving her
Tylenol and ibuprofen. It wasn't doing anything. She was still vomiting. She wanted to lay on her
left side on her stomach. And then every time they'd roll her over just to change her diapers, she
fought more. So they were putting her diapers on backwards. And they still wanted to send me
home like that. And I said, So on Friday, they wanted to send me home and I said, I'm not
leaving. This, you need to stop coming in here with these discharge papers. This is

Heather Vickery 10:41
I'm struggling, like, sadly, children and adults, humans get diagnosed with cancer all the time,
there clearly are tests that tell you like, why were they not running the appropriate tests on your
child? It's not logical.

Dana Heino 10:58
I'm not 100% sure. I think part of it is that Avery had some developmental disabilities. She had
some gross motor and speech delays. So there was part of it that at two, Avery really couldn't
communicate with other people. What she was feeling. I knew her enough to know what was
going on with her and that she wasn't okay. There was a lot of doctors not listening to me. So
they kept. It was very infuriating. And there was a lot of people that just kind of kept saying,
Well, we think it's because of her delays. And we had been seeing so her cancer is not at all
related to any of her delays. Because of her cancer, we later did find out that she had a genetic
disorder. Again, not related at all to her cancer, they just did genetic testing. But they when we
were seeing prior to cancer, probably about two and a half months prior to she was diagnosed
with cancer, we saw a developmental pediatrician at UVA. And she diagnosed her with cerebral
palsy. He didn't have a birth issue when she was born. But it was kind of like a global diagnosis
to get her to start services. And so they just kept kind of, I think, seeing this diagnosis and just
kind of going well, she's got cerebral palsy. And I said, Okay, fine, but she doesn't have a
neurological  component to her cerebral palsy, neurologically, she's fine. And I actually, at the
time, used to work with people with disabilities, developmental disabilities, so I'm very well
versed in the developmental disability world. And so I knew how to advocate for myself and how
to advocate for my daughter. And so, but yes, the entire time, I like to think about work the
families that don't know how to do this.

Heather Vickery 12:38
Yeah. And so and I think that's something you continue to support people on. Well, we'll get
there in a minute, which is pretty impressive. So how long from when you first brought her in?
Did it take for her to get her diagnosis?

Dana Heino 12:55
A week. Eventually, she started having her eyes started kind of shaking. And it's called
nystagmus. And so I realized it and the nurse was like, Oh, I think it's just because of her
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cerebral palsy. And I was like, Nope, you're going to put her in a CAT scan, and you're going to
do it right now. I want to know whats going on.

Heather Vickery 13:14
I have a daughter that's had this diagnosis since she was born. We had to check all of that. It
just apparently is a thing.

Dana Heino 13:23
But it's crazy to watch.

Heather Vickery 13:25
Crazy to watch. And also I'm like terrified. I'm like me, she's never had it. She's 11 She's about
to turn 12. She's never had a CAT scan, trying to have a cat. Don't over think it, Heather. Alright,
so things started.

Dana Heino 13:41
They took my husband brought her down with when or went down with her to get her cat scan.
And I stayed up, I stayed in the room to kind of get a break because I didn't leave her side the
whole time. We were in the hospital. And so and while I was sitting out there, the door was
open. And at the hospital we were at, it was a local one. They don't really have a pediatric unit.
And we didn't see the pediatrician very often because the pediatrician mainly works in the
emergency room. And all of a sudden she kind of came up and she was very scattered. And I
could tell she was frantic. And she was making a phone call. She had multiple phones. She was
just clearly panicked. And so I was watching her, and my husband came back in with Avery. And
she was like right behind him. And she said, I want you to know, the results are back and I said,
already. She just got in here. And she said, Yeah, your daughter has a mass in her brain. And I
mean, I can remember every every like picture of this. And she said your daughter has a mass
in her brain. And we need to transfer to Fairfax Hospital immediately. We may have to fly you
there. And I stopped her and I said you've been trying to discharge me from this hospital for an
entire week. And now you're going to fly us by helicopter to a different hospital. And she said,
yes, ma'am, I know. And I just said, Okay, then get us there, do what you need to do. Get us
there. And I said, What is in her brain? And she said, I don't know, you need to go to Fairfax,
and you need to go there right now. And I said, Okay, let's go. We did not end up needing to fly.
They were in, they were able to go by ambulance, a PICU team, the pediatric intensive care unit
came, transported Avery and I, I was pretty sure I could like, run her there. Kind of adrenaline.
And so when we got there, it was literally an episode of Grey's Anatomy. They put her in a room,
they hooked her up to morphine. They told me that she was probably in immense pain. Yeah,
that was probably the most gut wrenching thing is that we had no idea. And they there were
teams of people neurology, oncology, the PICU team, at the just the pulmonary, I mean, just you
name it, they were in the room. And just my husband and I just kind of stood there in the middle,
while people kind of ran all around us, hooking up to all different kinds of things. The neuron, the
neurosurgeon, who is an incredible, incredibly amazing man, came up to us and said, Okay, I
want to know, we're gonna need to do brain surgery soon. And I said, you don't even know
what's in or you don't even know it's wrong for yet. And he said, it needs to come out. And your
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daughter's dying, and you need to let me save her life. It's like, Go do what you need to do. I
don't care. Now go. And he said, It's gonna take a team, it's gonna take a long time, this is going
to be a big surgery, the mass was almost the size of a lemon,  in between a lemon and lime. So
he was like, this is going to be a big a big deal. We're going to do an MRI immediately. And then
we're going to, which is going to last about five hours. And then we're going to do surgery, which
is going to last anywhere from 12 to 19. So what we're going to do immediately, and please just
find it, save your daughter's life. And I said, do what you need to do. And so that's kind of where
we started. And so she was diagnosed two days before her birthday, and her brain surgery was
on her second birthday, July 1.

Heather Vickery 17:27
Wow. All that it hurts. It hurts to hear it. I'm sure it's in credibly painful to retell it. Thank you for
thank you for doing it. So that we can understand that journey. You could probably spend many
podcast episodes talking about the following year.  I'm sure that you could. Unfortunately, the
Avery couldn't be saved.

Dana Heino 18:03
No, she had a very aggressive cancer. And it has about it's called atypical teratoid rhabdoid
tumor or a TRT it's has a 10% prognosis on its best day. And most kids can get it will relapse
anyway. Avery also happened to be kind of a very rare case where she has a genetic and a
chromosomal disorder or concern had a genetic and chromosomal disorder. And so part of that
it's not caused by the cancer, it didn't cause the cancer, but it didn't help the cancer help the
cancer. Didn't prevent her from getting the cancer. She's missing actually the gene that
everybody has that would have prevented them from getting this cancer due to the
chromosomal disorder. And so her relapse rate was 100%. And due to the she ended up with a
tracheostomy, and G Tube for feeding, and so due to all kind of all the surgeries, she ended up
having a brain surgeries, just kind of all the surgeries and all of the chemos and everything we
we were able to get rid of most, if not all of the tumor, as far as we know. But she it was it was
the chemotherapy that she couldn't withstand in her lungs.

Heather Vickery 19:39
So the treatment for the cancer is what ended up killing her.

Dana Heino 19:45
Yes. Without the treatment for cancer, she would have died, a lot sooner.

Heather Vickery 19:50
Right. I mean, we forget I don't know if we forget, but we certainly don't talk a lot about the fact
that it is poison that fights cancer.

Dana Heino 20:01
She got, I mean, she got a one type of chemo that was secreted through her skin. And we had
to wear gloves and to change her diaper. And she got cut because of the trach. And like the, the
ties that held the trach in place, and her diaper because she was wearing a diaper. She got like
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chemical burns on her skin, because anything, anything that like held that stayed in place on her
skin would give her chemical garments.

Heather Vickery 20:29
That's heart breaking. You said something that I cannot stop, I mean, lots of things cannot stop
thinking about but that when the doctor said she's probably in an incredible amount of pain, and
you mentioned that was your, perhaps your lowest moments, at least up until then. And that's
because she didn't have the capability to express the pain. Right?

Dana Heino 20:55
So she could, she did, we found she was able to eventually have  some, excuse me some
behaviors that we later kind of realized were her pain, her symptoms of pain are her
expressions of pain. She also really had an incredible pain tolerance. Obviously, this, I mean, I
know I'm incredibly biased, but in every way, but that little girl was amazing. She used to have
an , I'm not exaggerating in any way. She had brain surgery multiple times. At one point, she
developed a subdural hematoma, which is where your brain collects fluid or blood. Due to like
shifting of things, if you've watched like Law and Order SVU at any point, like people die from
those.  And so she collected like a huge, massive fluid and they, they do what they call a burr
hole, it's literally they drill a hole and drain it out. Now, that sounds horrific, and anybody else I
know would be like, laid up for the rest of the month. She had this done and she woke up from it
smiling and laughing. They put her in the PICU afterwards to just kind of monitor her. And I
remember that the neurologist neurosurgeon walked into check on her. And he was like, I'm in
the ICU, right? Like she was playing and laughing and, and goofing off. And she had just had a
break. And I was like, I guess you do? You did drill a hole in her head, right? And he's like, yes.
Like, like two hours ago, I drilled the hole in your daughter's head. And so she didn't care. And
she just she used to wake up laughing and smiling from brain surgery. She used to throw up
from chemo, and then she would laugh and play. She just, she just had this incredible pain
tolerance.

Heather Vickery 22:53
Yeah, so it sounds like somehow, amongst all of this, she maintained some joy and happiness
was she had a joyful child before she got sick.

Dana Heino 23:06
Absolutely. I used to say, I mean, even after she got sick, but when she was an infant, she was
she didn't sleep much. She was not a good sleeper. But besides that, I used to tell everybody
that everybody in their life needed an a free baby. Because she was the easiest baby. She was
just the happiest baby and the smilies baby and she just would, you know, you could take her
anywhere. And if she was like, if you think about it, you know, I'm here if you want to feed me,
just think about it. Like, just joke. Like, she's just she was just so laid back. Like, if you
remember.

Heather Vickery 23:44
Just a lovely memory.
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Dana Heino 23:46
She just she really was she was just there's actually a kind of a Facebook memory that kind of
comes up every year around her birthday. of me being very nervous about having my second
kid because, you know, I think every mom who has more than one child can. Yeah, how do you
have two kids? How do you love more than one child that that you love? This one child that you
love more than I think how can you possibly split that up? And I just had this feeling when she
was born just like complete peace and complete calmness. And it was just totally her. It was all
of her prayers offer. She just kind of give you this and everybody who ever spent any time with
her. felt that she had a way of making people fall in love with her. She used to. I mean the food
service people she she didn't eat by mouth, she drank formula through her G tube. So the food
service people used to come in and talk to her that the janitorial staff at the hospital, nurses,
other patients I mean, everywhere everywhere we went in the hospital, everybody like knew
who he was and I was like I'm here with you. Probably, you know 19 out of 24 hours a day. And I
used to just like leave to sleep and how do you know all of these people?I don't know how you
know all these people. I don't know who these people are.

Heather Vickery 25:14
It sounds like she made an incredible impact. And right before we started recording, you shared
a story that I think really speaks to that if you're willing to, to retell it about recently having to
take your now youngest son to the emergency room.

Dana Heino 25:33
I have a two year old son who has croup right now. And in the middle of the night, he woke up
and had some some croup breathing. And so we did go to the emergency room. And I was, you
know, half asleep, and I'm sitting there and the nurse in the emergency room and as a cancer
family, you if you have no one or have ever been one, you know that a fever means you go right
to the emergency room. But Avery spent most our time inpatient. So we actually didn't go
through the emergency room very often. But we walked in, and we were sitting there and the
nurse walked up, and she said, I know you are I remember you. And I was like you do? And she
said, Yeah. And she took one look at my son, and she said, Oh, my gosh, you look just like your
big sister. And I said, I'm sorry, you really know who I am? And she said, yeah, I totally
remember Avery. And just, I and she showed me her face. And she said her name and I, I don't
know who this woman is, I feel awful. I don't remember her. But, you know, and my husband
pointed out Avery was bald, and she had a trach. And she looked pretty distinguishable.

Heather Vickery 26:40
I think it was that personality she remembered.

Dana Heino 26:42
I think she just kind of made someone in some way. And I was probably too harried and
exhausted to really realize it.
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Heather Vickery 26:52
And that's okay. I don't think you need to feel bad for one second, that you don't remember all of
the medical care professionals.

Dana Heino 26:58
We're still so grateful to these people even all this time later. But it's been six at least six years
since we were in the emergency room with Avery if not seven. And just for her to still know who
we are. And that my son looks does look just like his sister, because not all of my kids look
identical to each other.

Heather Vickery 27:21
Yeah, now you have two more children since he passed?

Dana Heino 27:25
Yes.

Heather Vickery 27:27
Was that an easy decision to make?

Dana Heino 27:29
No, no, it wasn't. There was always a part of me. But let me back up. i We thought we were
done having children with Avery. In fact, part of you know, when when Avery was born, I felt like
everything was complete. It just felt totally glee. I felt totally peace. I felt like this is it. This is the
way it supposed to be. And then kind of as Avery got sick, the amount of care she needed. And ,
I have a she has an older sister, Ella, who's two years older than her. And they were very, very
close. And, but I also, I also grieved immediately, even if Avery had lived just for the loss of that
like normal sibling relationship that Ella was missing. So we did talk a lot about should we have
another child? What is that going to be like? Avery needs a lot of care, he is always going to
need a lot of care most likely, even after cancer, even if she lives through all of this. There's
going to be a lot after this. And then when she died, we definitely decided that we needed we
just couldn't. Ella needed somebody else, we needed. We had too much love kind of left to give.
And we decided to have more. And I I didn't let myself get attached to that pregnancy. I was
very kind of indifferent to the whole thing. I wanted the baby to be healthy. I wanted the baby to
be here. But I was so afraid. I think I almost internally every doctor's appointment was just very
prepared for them to say that, you know, something was wrong with the baby. Because I was
just so afraid of something happening. And I feel like I probably lived in this state of like a
anxiousness until she turned two.

Heather Vickery 29:21
Right until she made it longer than Avery had made it.

Dana Heino 29:25
And there's and I was so afraid of that. You know, if she reminded me of Avery in any way that I
was going to feel awful. It was going to make me feel awful. But in fact, it's exactly the opposite.
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Eva reminds me of Avery in so many ways. Oliver reminds me of Avery in so many ways. And
that just kind of cements their connection. Eva loves to hear about how she is like Avery. I was
really worried about how am I going to teach two kids about a sister that they've never met.
That's a really hard concept for a little kid to understand. And, just showing me how to do it, we
have pictures, if you walked into my home, you would never know that I don't have four living
children. Avery is still a very big part of our family. And so there are pictures of her everywhere.
And Eva kind of shows me the way that she's going to be connected to her sister, and how she's
going to remember her sister. And she points out pictures of her sister and things that she likes
to do. And we're actually kind of working through some stuff with Eva that she's now kind of
understanding that she doesn't get to know to see a Avery in person. And that's really hard for
her. So we're working through that as a family. It is it's really hard, but it's it's very heartwarming
to see they're to see how they're still, in some ways, and I love watching how they're, how
they're the same and similar, and comparing and being able to tell them stories and stuff. I love
being able to do that. And they love hearing it.

Heather Vickery 31:01
Yeah, that's I'm sure. And what about your your oldest? What are her memories?

Dana Heino 31:07
Unfortunately, some of her memories are getting a little fewer and farther between as she gets
older, because she was four when Avery died. So we have after Avery died, I made a whole
book of a whole sister's book. And it's filled with pictures from the day Avery was born until the
day Avery died of the two of them. So she spends a lot of time going through that book. She
spends a lot of time showing that book to Eva and Oliver when he'll sit still. And she spends but
you know she, grief is really cyclical in children. So it's very different from adults, adults kind of
sit in it all the time. And grieve and kids, don't they, you know, they ask you these really hard
questions like, Why did God take Avery to Heaven, and you kind of sit there choking and have
no idea what to say. And then in the next breath, they'll say, Can I have a cup of juice and the
wind was just knocked out of you,  so but then she kind of as she gets older and her
understanding of what exactly happened to Avery and all the things that happen to her, all that
stuff kind of broadens, all that understanding broadens. She kind of re grieves the loss of her
sister over again. So we kind of go through these cycles of grief with her. So it's it's challenging,
but I think Eva and Oliver had helped her immensely, Eva, when Eva was born, she brought
back so much joy and laughter that had been missing. She helped bring back the parents that
that Mike and I want to be and should be, she helped bring the bring us back to Ella and and
Oliver too. So they they're completely a blessing. We like to tell Eva and Oliver, that Avery
helped pick them for us for our family.Because there are things that they do that Avery would
love. so and personality traits.

Heather Vickery 33:09
Yeah. I believe that I could do. I mean, our mutual friend Mandy and I have talked about this a
lot. I am not a religious person, but I am a spiritual person. And I know that I believe in the flow
of energy. And I sure I'm sure that Avery had a hand in that.
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Dana Heino 33:26
Especially, I mean,  and I mean, it i we could have probably an entire conversation about this.
But just, you know, Eva is so different from her sister and from Ella, my oldest one, Ella, and
Eva is very girly. And just, you know, everyone always teases me I got my girly girl with that.
And and then Oliver was kind of our surprise, we didn't even know we needed or wanted. And
he just kind of rounds out our family in every way.

Heather Vickery 33:59
It's beautiful. Dana, this is a nice transition into because talking about your living children and
how they're still connected to Avery and how much joy they've brought to your life. And this
question is I asked a version of this question in most interviews. It's a hard question to ask when
we're talking about the loss of your child. But are there any silver linings to this tragic story for
you?

Dana Heino 34:28
There are I would never wish you know, nobody should lose their child. It's probably the hardest
thing I think a person can go through. But this there's actually kind of probably two main silver
linings. The first one is that it just increased our faith in everything and kind of earn people and
God and Just each other, and in our family, IT people, you know, we had to people wanted to
help us and we had to learn to accept that help. We had to believe I have to believe that there is
some bigger picture that I don't get to know yet about why my daughter died at two, I have to
believe there is more. There is a reason I have to believe there's something there is a reason
that God needed my daughter back at two years old, and that I don't just get to yours with her.

Heather Vickery 35:38
Yeah, I mean, I think that's shows your resilience. Whereas I think some folks would literally just
crawl in a hole and be done.

Dana Heino 35:47
There are days that I do, but I do your. And I want to do that.

Heather Vickery 35:53
And that's okay. Yeah, of course. But your ability to say that there, there has to be,

Dana Heino 35:58
I have to believe in that. And if I because if I don't, I honestly couldn't go on. I just have to
believe them. I see my daughter again someday, and that I'm going to, I'm going to get to spend
eternity with her someday. And that's my, that's the part of the way that I deal with it. I know that
that's not, you know, everyone kind of deals with grief in their own way.

Heather Vickery 36:16
Sure. Yeah.
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Dana Heino 36:20
That is the way that I have to deal with it. And I had to make myself Okay, with not having all the
answers, which is very hard for a Type A personality like I am.

Heather Vickery 36:31
Yeah, but that's a really lovely silver lining is like this sort of acceptance of the unacceptable,
because

Dana Heino 36:38
I couldn't fix that. And that's really hard as a mom, to not be able to fix it. But I just kind of had to
accept that from the beginning. And

Heather Vickery 36:53
I just want to come through the computer and hug you really badly.

Dana Heino 36:56
And I had to. My husband and I kind of accepted that. Maybe Avery's role in everything was to
bring people together, was to help us advocate for people was to help us show other people
how to advocate was to help us share her story was to help her I mean, I can I stayed in the
Ronald McDonald House. So if you have extra change of the McDonald's, give it to the wrong
McDonald's says it does go to the wrong McDonald's. That is one. It does do because they're,
they're phenomenal. And I'll just get that plug. But they really are. And so we say at the Ronald
McDonald House while we were because he was in ICU a lot. So you really can't see if you've
ever been in an ICU, you really can't sleep in an ICU. So I had to sleep in at Ronald McDonald
House while he was there. And they, you know, there were families that would sit there and be
like, you know, the doctors are telling me this, and I just, you know, I don't agree with it. But I
don't know what else to do. And I would sit there with them and say, You tell them no, like you're
hurt their parent, you tell them no. You tell them what you want. And those thoughts just don't
always occur to people. They kind of think like, oh, the doctor has a medical degree. They know
more than me. They don't, you're their parent. And that's really hard. I had someone in my in our
room one time and she was like, Did you realize that everybody who walks in this room asks
you permission before they do anything with her? And I said, I'm her mom. They should. Yeah,
she said, you almost run through like you're a drill sergeant. And I said, that's, I said, That's
okay.

Heather Vickery 38:34
That's okay. That's your job.

Dana Heino 38:38
I knew how to work the machine, I knew every medication that went to her body. I could relay
every time that she had to do everything. I kicked people out of her room. I once got a text
message from an attending doctor that said, you need to stop scaring. Thank you, the resident.
You need to stop scaring, you to let them in your room. Please.
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Heather Vickery 39:11
That's awesome. Ever reminds me of  Terms of Endearment I would

Dana Heino 39:17
The residents. And I was like, Don't be stupid. No, my one rule is don't be stupid.You know, I just
because that was my kid. That's my job. And if I if I couldn't, I had to do something. I couldn't
control that. I couldn't control the tumor in her head. So I was gonna control everything else
around her. And

Heather Vickery 39:40
I get that. I get that.

Dana Heino 39:44
I almost probably had to be restrained. And I was getting, you know, we were all probably
almost on the news, but that's okay.

Heather Vickery 39:54
I think it's you know, I remember when I had my second. I have four daughters and I had my
second. This is not anywhere near the same, but it's this same, same concept, the doctor or the
nurse would come in or the doctor would come in and they would do all these things. They
would ask all these questions and then the intern would come in, and they would ask the same
questions. And finally, I just lost it. And I was like, she just asked me that same question. If you
want to know the answer, go ask her. And my then  husband's like in the corner with his head
down, laughing. And and then I apologize to the nurse. And the nurse said, this is where I'm
going with this story. She was like, you are in labor. You can do whatever you want. You do not
have to apologize for what you say. And I feel like when your child is dying, you get a pass.

Dana Heino 40:42
I don't know. ButI was nice. I made them cookies at the Ronald McDonald House. I bring him
cookies over like I would do things like that.

Heather Vickery 40:49
I'm sure you were lovely. I'm sure.

Dana Heino 40:53
I just, it she was my daughter. She is my daughter. And I would Yes, I would run that room like,
like I was its captain. And that was my ship. And so.

But I but I did. I did.  And even now when I talk to friends, and I'm like you, you got to follow
those gut instincts, you know, your kid more than anything. And so I think that, that is one really
big silver lining is that it taught me to trust my instincts, I knew that something was wrong with
my daughter. I knew  there were multiple I could, probably, we could have a whole conference,
we could have a whole podcast on instincts. Because i There were times throughout this, in this
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journey that where I had to just trust my instincts, and which meant I had to fight the doctors and
I had to tell them no, or I had to fight the nurses or I had to make decisions. So there were
definitely times where I just had to learn and it made me a stronger mom. And then the other
really big kind of silver lining is that we had to learn how to trust the support of other people.
When she was diagnosed, you know, my friends jumped into action. I have an amazing group of
core friends. And they somehow worked it out for like the first two weeks I was in that you were
in the ICU, I was never alone, when my husband had to go back to work, because he has all our
health insurance. They somehow worked it out that I was never alone. My mom was working at
the time. And so she had to go to work back to work at some point. And and to be honest, the I
don't remember this. They're just I remember all the things of Avery not all the things
peripherally. And they they worked this out, and but I was like, What are you all doing here?
Like, you have jobs, you have families, you have lives, you can't be here and they were like,
you're insane. Like, your daughter has cancer. We're brain cancer, like, we're not leaving you.
And yeah, you know, they were like, people want to donate money. And I was, you know, I was
like, for what? And they were like to help you with your medical bills. And I was like, it just never,
that just never occurred to me that that other people would want to do that for us. I just, you
know, I just assumed we'd be paying medical bills for the rest of our lives, that that's just the way
you know, they like they want to donate you food food for you guys. And I was like, for what?
And they're like that Mike and Ella , like, you know, cuz I was at the hospital. And I was with
Avery and so I was like, they're just gonna eat cereal, I guess I don't know what they're gonna
do. Like, they'll figure it out. And, and so it just the support of learning how to you know, so now
if somebody offers help, it's super, you know, that's one of the things are like sure, yep. Please
come help. But also the other thing. And as a mom, I think I think it's really made our my
relationship with my husband a lot stronger, which is definitely a huge silver lining, because this
can obviously as you can imagine, probably tear relationships apart.

It forced me to learn to trust him and his instincts, which I think is really hard as a mom, you you
want to, you want to be in control of your kids. And you want to even just normally not when
they're sick, but just you, you're usually the one that all the hard things fall on. But we had to
split that, I had to take care of Avery, I was there with her. And he had to take care of Ella. And
so and I couldn't make like a detailed list of all the things she needed and what she liked and
what she had to eat and what she was going to wear. You know, I I didn't have time. I never
went home. I I literally went to the emergency room with Avery and then I didn't go home again
for three months. People brought me things like I just never went home again, until she was
discharged for the first time which wasn't until mid September. So exactly. He did fine. She did
fine. Ella was fine. Did she eat the healthiest meals she could have, probably not.

Heather Vickery: And does it matter?  Not really.

Dana Heino 45:05
She's totally healthy now. You know, was she wearing her pajamas to daycare? I think so. I'm
pretty sure.
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Heather Vickery 45:13
Yeah, I let my kids wear their pajamas to school if they want to.

Dana Heino 45:20
Was she getting baths every night. Probably not. But it's okay. She's clean now. She's fine.

Heather Vickery 45:25
Yeah. She's fine. I mean, I think those are really lovely gifts, right? The release the surrender the
acceptance.

Dana Heino 45:35
You know, if I, if I go to town now, it's funny. I listen to my friends. And I'm like, Oh, my gosh, I
had to leave my husband, like four pages of detailed notes. And, you know, what did you do?
And I was like, Oh, I just left. I left my house.  I just left his home with three kids. And he's cool.
He's fine. And in fact, now, if I he gets like, offended if I tried, if I would try to leave him any sort
of information. He's like, I can handle it. What are you even telling me for? And I'm like, Okay,
bye. Have fun.

Heather Vickery 45:59
I love that. I think I think that's really, yeah, that's a really wonderful thing to come out of
something so, so terrible.

Dana Heino 46:07
And it actually strengthened our relationship, because he knows that I trust everything, his
decisions and things. So that helped.

Heather Vickery 46:14
I love that. In the interest of time, I wish we had. No, no, please don't be sorry. I wish we had
more time because I do. I would love to dig in more. And and maybe we'll have you come back
another time. And we can talk about some of those other things. And about that surrender
intention piece. But the last two, two questions that I have for you are and I think this one flows,
they flow very nicely, which is I asked folks every week how they celebrate. And you can answer
that however you like. But I would like to caveat and say how, what is celebration like and how is
Avery part of that now, because I imagine that she is.

Dana Heino 47:05
She is always part of our celebrations.  Certain holidays are still really challenging for me. And I
imagine they're always going to be. I personally don't like celebrating Mother's Day, my family
and my kids try really hard every year and I try really hard for them. But it's really hard to
celebrate being a mother when you don't have all the pieces that made you that.  That's, that's
not one that I love. You know, and then obviously, your big ones Christmas and Thanksgiving,
and all the ones that you get together as family those are really hard for me. But my my family
and even our extended family, they work really hard to try to, you know the local pictures up of
her or light a candle for her to try to make sure she's included every pretty much every year, a
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group of my friends, we do kind of caroling for Avery. So we'll go to the cemetery. And we'll sing
Christmas songs and kind of lights up candles and releasing balloons around Christmas time. I,
I don't feel super close to her at the cemetery. So I don't go there very often.My kids like the
physical kind of reminder of her there because there's a picture on the gravestone of her. So we
go for them, I go for them. It's not my favorite place to go. Mainly because of kind of all it
represents, I think. It's just not where I feel closest to her. So, but we do that we do that every
year. And I do like doing that. I do like the celebrating and people kind of come out in the cold
one year it was pouring. And they still came. I couldn't believe it. I was freezing. And they still
came. And so that always means a lot to me. When people kind of take time because it's always
so busy by the holidays. Her birthday. We've, COVID kind of messed up our tradition here. But
of course it messed up everything. But we started. So we raised a significant amount of money
for Inova Fairfax Hospital and we donated Avery's music corner which is a little section of  the
playroom at the in the ecology unit that has like all music, it has a mirror and all music and
toddler toys and those kinds of things. She loved music and she loved light up toys and things.
So we donate. So kind of every year on her birthday, we tried to collect new toys for her room
and we got food and cake and things for the unit. We did that I think it was right before COVID
into maybe 2018. Maybe. We did that with last year we were able to do it. And then obviously
COVID kind of put a wrench in our annual plans there. So maybe next year in July, we'll be able
to do it again. We wanted to make it an annual thing, but it kind of fell by the wayside. But we try
to do something for her birthday

Heather Vickery 49:56
You do the best we can right yeah,

Dana Heino 49:57
Yeah. So but even still you In small as a family and we'll get together with the family will have
cake on her birthday, she loved spaghetti and pasta. So we always use kind of spaghetti on her
birthday from have cake. We sing to her. And then on the year that are on the anniversary of her
death, we always usually celebrate some way too we usually go out to dinner, or have dinner
and kind of remember her celebrate her life. Yeah. And I usually ask people to kind of donate in
her memory to one of the organizations we support.

Heather Vickery 50:29
So that is that's a perfect lead into the last question I have for you. And I And I'm pretty sure I
know the answer. But we'll see where you take this is. What is your your favorite charitable
organization to support? And before you answer that, one of the things that I'd hoped to get to
and I love, I am really grateful for our conversation. So don't take this that I wish it had been
different. But you have continued to be a fierce advocate fighting childhood cancer and a big
voice in the field. And we're also grateful that you're you're doing that. And so how does that
lead into your favorite charitable organization to support?

Dana Heino 51:11
So absolutely. So that's kind of, you know, what my husband and I kind of talked about shortly
after he died, is that maybe that was Avery's purpose on life is to have us teach us how to help
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other people, teach us how to support other people, and teach us how to advocate for childhood
cancer. Most people don't know, the statistics of childhood cancer, the number of children that
are diagnosed every day, which is about 47, which is more than class horrifying, or that less
than 4% of the national funding for cancer goes to childhood cancer research. And there's
hundreds of different childhood cancers. So you can imagine how a relatively small diagnosed
one such as Avery's and how much funding that one would get. When you think about other
ones like leukemia, that's got a higher diagnosis rate. And things like that, you know, there's only
three specific chemo therapies for children, the rest of them, none of which Avery received, she
was receiving, you know, 20,30, 40,50 year old drugs for adults in your two-year-old body.

Heather Vickery 52:20
That's horrifying. Was it just because they didn't exist then? Or are they?

Dana Heino 52:24
Well, the three cancer the three chemos that they have aren't specific for her. They're specific
for other cancer, cancers, and not specific for hers. And they don't have any that are specific for
her type of cancer.  And that's what they use to treat child children, childhood cancers, adult
chemo therapies, that's why they don't work.

Heather Vickery 52:44
Horrifying. Your favorite charitable organization.

Dana Heino 52:48
To get to your question is definitely StillBrave Childhood Cancer Coarctation.

Heather Vickery 52:54
And so for those who have listened to the show from the beginning, Episode 39 of this show is
literally called Still Brave. And it's with tattooed Tom Mitchell, who started Still Brave. And so
Tom was a member of your family while your daughter was sick?

Dana Heino 53:17
He is still a member of my family.

Heather Vickery 53:19
Yeah, I feel like Tom is a member of my family. And I haven't had to thankfully, I never do
childhood cancer.

Dana Heino 53:25
No, Tom is still absolutely a member of our family. And he's not tattoo Tom to us. He's just Tom
Mitchell. But at this stage in the game, we, we just have, we just have Tom. But he's, he's an
amazing, amazing man with an amazing heart and an amazing, an amazing story. And an
amazing organization that works so hard to help local families that are kind of going through all
of the things we were extremely, extremely fortunate in that we had people, you know, giving us
just being generous with their time and their money and everything to support us. We are also
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very fortunate that we have wonderful health insurance. And my husband has a wonderful job
with good leave. And at the time, I was in a position that I was able to kind of I worked for a little
bit and I was able to take time off to be with Avery. So it all we were just very fortunate and a lot
of ways that most families just are not able to be and but we were able to see all of the things
that Tom did for other families that you know,

Heather Vickery 54:54
Celebrate is amazing.

Dana Heino 54:56
Yeah all the ways that they helped and we just continue He tried to get back in so many different
ways for that. So yes, we routinely tried to donate money, we try to have people donate, either
on her birthday, or on the anniversary of her death, for sure. And we just just want to give back
because we know that we could, it could have been a intensely hard situation could have been
made swaps harder. And we thankfully didn't have to use a lot of those types of services.

Heather Vickery 55:29
Right. So listeners, if you want to learn, I highly urge you encourage you to go from nothing like
one child cancer interviewed to another, but I promise they're both valuable and wonderful. But
listen to Tom's episode, Episode 39 of the podcast. But also, StillBrave will be our charity of the
week. Come with partnered with this episode. So you know, as I asked you every every week to
do what you can get to know them likes, shares, money, lots of ways to support. And it's such
an incredible organization, even if you just pop on to my website, and go to Vickeryandco.com/
39. You can at least read Tom's story and see links and check all of that out as well. So Dana,
thank you for sharing them with us. I do wish we had a little more time. I I think that I think you're
brave and resilient. And I am grateful that you came to share a little bit of Avery's light with us
today.

Dana Heino 56:37
Thank you so much for having me. I really enjoyed it. I'm glad you had me on here.

Heather Vickery 56:42
Yeah. Thanks again, to Mandy, for for introducing us. And you wish wish you just much love and
continued joy and celebration. And happy to have you part of The Brave Files  family, Dana.

Dana Heino 56:59
Oh, thank you so much.

Heather Vickery 57:02
Alright, folks, I normally do a big wrap up, except I think that Dana and Avery's story stand on its
own. And I'd like to let that happen. So I will talk to you again next week. This is Heather Vickery
reminding you today and every day to go out and choose briefly. Talk to you soon, folks. Bye.
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Hey, friends, I want to share something really exciting with you. We already know you enjoy
listening to podcasts because you're listening to this one. But I'm also betting you enjoy
audiobooks. And hey, listen, if you don't already enjoy audiobooks, then it's time to check them
out. That's why I'm really excited to share libro.fm with you. They are an incredible new platform
for listening to audiobooks. And by choosing libro.fm over other audio book services, you are
supporting a local bookstore of your choice and investing in your local community. libro.fm offers
over 150,000 audio books via their primary platform, which by the way, they built with love and
from scratch because they're a small business also. They even offer bookseller
recommendations for great audio book options. You can sign up right now via
www.Vickeryandco.com/librofm, that's Vickeryandco.com/librofm. And when you do, you'll get
one free audio book of your choice. And the proceeds will go to your favorite local bookstore.
Now check what I just said there, you're going to get a free book and the proceeds are still going
to go to your local bookstore because libro.fm makes sure that their booksellers get paid even
when they give a promo to customers. I've listened to over 20 audiobooks this year alone. I
especially love listening to memoirs read by the author. And it feels great knowing that all of my
purchases support my local bookstore, The Book Table in Oak Park, Illinois libro.fm. The same
audio books, the same price, but a completely different story. Check them out right now at
Vickeryandco.com/librofm

Have you ever thought about starting a podcast? Maybe you've had this thought and then
quickly shut it down because who has the time or you don't know how or gosh it just all seems
too hard. If you have have something to share with the world. We want to encourage you to get
your message out. The world needs to hear it. Did you know that 50% of all homes are podcast
fans. If you've ever wondered about having your own podcast or how it can increase your
business, or get your message across, then please join me and the other experts from the
Podcast Power Academy for our monthly free q&a session. It's called, So You Want to Start a
Podcast. This casual live conversation will help you understand how podcasting can be a great
decision. Why now is the best time to get started, and how to get into action with it. Visit
PodcastPowerAcademy.com to learn more.

You've been listening to The Brave Files,  stories of people living courageously. To learn more
about the show, find our show notes and full episode transcripts. Or to get some great bonus
content visit TheBraveFilesPodcast.com. And we would love to know what you think of the
show. You can give us a call 312-646- 0205. Let us know your thoughts on the episode The
show in general. Or maybe share with us how you're out choosing bravely. This episode is
brought to you by Vickery and Co Success Coaching, coaching that helps you maintain a life
well lived and a business well run. Learn more at VickeryandCo.com. Our music was created
and produced in a custom collaboration with Matt Lewis from ML Creative Consulting, a
boutique firm dedicated to helping clients identify their unique sound and amplify their brand
with custom delivered soundtracks. We couldn't do any of this without our extraordinary audio
engineer Andrew Olsen. Learn more about him and check out his work at
FineAndrewOlsen.com and special thanks to everyone on Team BRAVE from our producers,
associate producers, copy editors, writers and support team. Special thanks to Molly, Mary, Kim,
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Sabra, and Sabrina. I'm your host and Executive Producer Heather Vickery. Thanks for tuning
in. And we'll talk to you next week.

Transcribed by https://otter.ai
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